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Introduction
The thermodynamics of binary alloys traditionally focuses only on material configurations that comprise "bulk" or crystalline regions, such as homogeneous solid solutions, phase-separated solid solutions, and intermetallic compounds. However, when the characteristic internal length scale of the system (such as the grain size) is reduced into the nanoscale, the interfaces become increasingly relevant, and can enable different configurations that are not explicitly accounted for in conventional bulk thermodynamics. One important aspect of thermodynamics in nanostructured systems that gives rise to many unique material characteristics and has been found ubiquitous in the experimental literature is grain boundary segregation [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] ; minority elements in a polycrystal frequently prefer to segregate at grain boundaries rather than being dissolved in the grain interior. Considering the presence or absence of such interfaces as an additional possible degree of freedom for the alloy configuration naturally connects grain boundary solute segregation to nanosystem thermodynamics.
For certain alloy systems with a positive enthalpy of grain boundary segregation, Δ !"# , a nanocrystalline grain structure can be maintained in equilibrium when the total free energy, G, is minimized at a certain grain size [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . This requires sufficient solute enrichment, Γ, at grain boundaries such that the derivative of free energy with respect to grain boundary area,
, can become zero according to:
where the chemical potential term Σµμ ! ! (i.e., the sum over all atomic species i, each with chemical potential µμ ! and number of atoms N i ) captures the chemical contribution (including the bulk atomic configurations), γ ! is the intrinsic energy penalty of grain boundaries in unalloyed solvent, kT is the thermal energy, and X is the solute content. To attain a stable polycrystalline state with a finite grain size,
= 0 is required and is accompanied by reduction in the grain boundary formation energy, γ, to a negative value via γ = γ ! − Γ(Δ !"# + k ln ) [11, 12] .
Based on Eq. (1), this condition is promoted by systems with a higher tendency for solute to segregate to grain boundaries than to mix in the grain interior, and by abundant solute excess at grain boundaries. An analysis of relative magnitudes of bond energies in Refs. [11, 12] indicates that alloy combinations with a large enthalpy of grain boundary segregation relative to enthalpy of mixing (or a reasonably negative grain boundary interaction energy) are generally the systems with stable nanostructured states.
One alloy system identified in our earlier work that might meet the above conditions is the W-Ti system, where Ti is the minority element and is expected to have a positive enthalpy of grain boundary segregation as well as a relatively modest enthalpy of mixing in W (i.e., Ti atoms should prefer grain boundary sites). In our preliminary letter [13] , nanocrystalline W-Ti alloy powder with enhanced thermal stability was introduced; with a 20 at.% addition of Ti, we reported that a nanoscale grain structure (grain size of ~20 nm) could be retained at the target consolidation temperature of 1100°C [14, 15] for one week. Even though the conventional equilibrium phase diagram for this system expects a single-phase solid solution of W and Ti for these conditions, we observed a well-defined nanostructure with patterns of solute enrichment and depletion throughout the structure. These results thus qualitatively aligned with the notion presented around Eq. (1), i.e. the unique configurations accessible in nanostructured alloys may be thermodynamically preferred over the conventional bulk equilibrium.
The results in our preliminary report [13] were presented in the spirit of an initial demonstration worthy of greater study and needing a more detailed connection to theory; this is our purpose in the present paper. Here we explore in more detail the segregation behavior in nanostructured W-20 at.% Ti alloy using multiple independent characterization methods and also a thermodynamic Monte Carlo simulation that explicitly considers the possible contribution from grain boundaries on the overall material configuration. The comparison between experimental results and simulated structure underlines the connection between thermodynamics in nanoscale systems and attainment of nanocrystalline materials with enhanced high-temperature stability.
Methods
A nanocrystalline W-Ti alloy was produced by high-energy ball milling from APS 1-5
µm W powder and 150-mesh Ti powder, both with 99.9% purity and purchased from Alfa Aesar.
The starting W-20 at.% Ti powder mixture and 1 wt.% stearic acid process control agent were introduced into a tungsten carbide vial with tungsten carbide media at a 5 to 1 ball-to-powder ratio and ball milled for six hours in a glove box under an argon atmosphere using a SPEX 8000M mill. The resulting alloy powder as well as an unalloyed tungsten specimen prepared using the same milling procedure were tested for thermal stability by annealing at 1100°C for one week (168 hours) before being quenched to room temperature.
JEOL 2010F and 2011 transmission electron microscopes (TEM) operated at 200 kV were used for bright-and dark-field imaging and also for selected-area electron diffraction.
Microscopy specimens were prepared from loose powder without any binding material, using the lift-out method in an FEI Helios focused ion beam (FIB). The scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) capabilities of the JEOL 2010F
TEM were used for diffraction-and atomic-contrast imaging and also for elemental mapping of the pre-and post-annealing structures. The chemical distributions of W and Ti were examined using the STEM-EDS technique and the Cliff-Lorimer equation [16] was used to quantify the extent of chemical segregation.
In addition, the chemical configuration of the W-20 at.% Ti alloy after the equilibration at 1100°C was also characterized by the atom probe tomography (APT) technique. The APT specimen was produced by the FIB lift-out method from loose powder, and the atom probe procedure was performed in a Cameca local electrode atom probe (LEAP-4000X HR) under the laser pulse mode with the initial pulse frequency of 50 kHz at the pressure of 4.9x10 -11 torr at 55
K. Approximately 1.4x10 6 detector events were collected and 9.8x10 5 atoms in the stable pulsing regime were used for further analysis.
Grain Structure

Pre-Annealing Structure
Following six hours of ball milling, both the unalloyed and alloyed powders became nanocrystalline with similar as-milled structures, as illustrated by the uniform nanoscale grain structures in the bright-field TEM images in Fig. 1 
Post-Annealing Structure
After a one-week anneal at 1100°C, the unalloyed W exhibits substantial grain coarsening to the average grain size of ~600 nm, as shown by the FIB image in Fig. 2(a) . Under the same annealing condition, the W-20 at.% Ti alloy in Fig. 2 (b) maintains a much finer average grain size of 24 nm. The 25-fold difference between these cases is more clearly visible from the comparison of grain size histograms in Fig. 3 . Without alloying, nanocrystalline tungsten undergoes severe grain coarsening with the larger tail of the grain size distribution reaching well into the micrometer scale. However, with the addition of titanium, the grain structure remains on the nanometer scale and is not significantly different from that of the pre-annealing structure.
The complete ring-like electron diffraction patterns from the post-annealing W-20 at.% Ti specimen in Fig. 2 (d) also closely match those of the pre-annealing structure in Fig. 1(d) . In contrast, the diffraction patterns from the post-annealing unalloyed W in Fig. 2 (c) appear scattered and do not form a complete ring as a result of its larger average grain size and therefore a lower number of grains under the diffracting condition. Furthermore, the relatively large crystallites also produce more evident reflections from lower symmetry planes in Fig. 2(c) compared to the fine-grained structure in Fig. 2(d) . In both cases, the electron diffraction patterns are indexed with BCC reflections; there is no clear evidence of any second phase in these patterns.
Chemical Distribution
The bulk phase diagram for the W-Ti system shows a large miscibility gap between these elements, but with a relatively low critical temperature of ~1200°C. Under the conditions of our annealing (1100°C) the system lies considerably above the solvus by ~600°C; the stable bulk state is expected to be a homogeneous solid solution [17, 18] . On the other hand, the premise of Eq.
(1) and the concept of thermodynamic grain stabilization rest upon the possibility of a nonuniform chemical distribution effected by the availability of interfacial sites in the system. Accordingly, the increased stability of the W-20 at.% Ti alloy might be expected to be accompanied by nonuniform solute distribution, to which we turn our attention in this section. At room temperature, the bulk W-Ti phase diagram shows that Ti and W are immiscible, with the solubility of Ti in W being below 12 at.% and that of W in Ti being near zero [17, 18] .
Pre-Annealing Structure
As expected, high-energy ball milling is an entropy-inducing process that can force the mixing of these elements to a much greater degree than expected from these bulk solubilities [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] ; the average solution composition of ~20 at.% Ti in W is within the bulk miscibility gap at room temperature. While 
Post-Annealing Structure
A significantly inhomogeneous distribution of Ti is evident in the STEM images and EDS maps of the W-20 at.% Ti alloy after annealing at 1100°C for a week, as shown in Fig. 5 (a).
The Ti composition profiles from EDS in Fig 
Kinetics
The above results show that the W-20 at.% Ti alloy remains in a nanostructured state (~20 nm grain size) and has a decidedly nonuniform solute distribution after one week at 1100°C. The amplitude of the solute fluctuations is extremely large, ranging from a few to ~60
at.% Ti depending upon position, and validated by both STEM-EDS and APT results. Both of these aspects (the nanostructural length scale and the nonuniform solute distribution) are unexpected based on the bulk phase diagram, so it is a relevant question as to whether one week at 1100°C is sufficient time-at-temperature for the system to attempt to reach equilibrium.
Interdiffusivity of a binary alloy, , can be estimated using Darken's equation [34, 35] , which combines intrinsic diffusivity D of the two components using their mole fraction X by:
The analysis can be further simplified by assuming an ideal solution behavior of bulk W-20 at.% Ti solid solution at 1100°C, and hence using self-diffusivity of each chemical species for the estimation of interdiffusivity. In a nanocrystalline structure, diffusion occurs through the lattice (with diffusivity D vol ), grain boundaries (with D gb ), as well as triple junctions (with D tj ), and a composite average of these structural elements that respects their geometrical arrangement can be written [36] :
where
is a geometrical parameter comprising an average dilute-limit grain boundary thickness, δ (taken to be 0.5 nm here), and the two grain shape factors are assigned using values for a log-normal We conclude that the time-at-temperature provided under our annealing conditions should kinetically allow for large-scale redistribution of W and Ti atoms by the end of the equilibration process. Both grain coarsening and intermixing of W and Ti atoms should be possible given the equilibration time, should these structural changes be energetically favored.
The unalloyed W specimen underwent the expected coarsening with the final grain structure extending to micrometer in size. Nonetheless, our experimentally observed W-20 at.% Ti structure did not coarsen nor intermix.
Thermodynamics
Since the above kinetic analysis suggests that the time-at-temperature of our annealing process was sufficient to allow the microstructure to relax over scales much larger than the grain size, it is possible that the nanostructure is stabilized via the thermodynamic considerations described in the introduction and underlying Eq. (1). This implies a tendency for Ti atoms to prefer grain boundary sites in W, i.e., a positive enthalpy of grain boundary segregation, which may be driven by a number of considerations including mismatches in chemical, interfacial, and elastic (size misfit) energies. Murdoch and Schuh [39] presented a modified Miedema model to estimate the dilute-limit grain boundary segregation enthalpy on the basis of such effects using:
The chemical effect is accounted for by the chemical interaction energy of Ti atoms in W, captured by the term
which is approximated from the chemical contribution in the enthalpy of mixing to be about 2 kJ/mol for our system [13, 40] . 
depends on metallic radii r, bulk modulus K, and shear modulus G of the atomic species denoted by the subscript, and is evaluated to be about 2 kJ/mol (K W = 310 GPa [44] , G Ti = 17. (5) gives an estimated average enthalpy of grain boundary segregation of about 50 kJ/mol for Ti in W, which can be used as input to a thermodynamic analysis to further explore the effects of grain boundaries on the expected equilibrium structure of this alloy.
We use a Monte Carlo simulation method introduced in our prior work in Refs. [11, 12] to determine the equilibrium structure of generic binary alloys when grain boundaries are included as possible equilibrium features; here we adapt that method to the specific case of W-20
at.% Ti. Briefly, the method is a latticed-based simulation in which each gridpoint contains a chemical (atomic identity) and structural (grain number) state variable. A BCC lattice with 400 x 400 x 6 sites and a total of 9.6x10 5 atoms is used, with an equivalent width and length of 126 nm and periodic boundary conditions applied on all three axes. The simulation equilibrates the system by a random sequence of equally probable atom switching and grain switching. The locations of two atoms can be switched to evolve the chemical distribution. Alternatively, the grain number of a grain boundary site can be switched, which allows for grain size evolution and also grain nucleation. The Monte Carlo algorithm evolves both grain and atomic structures by an equilibrium-seeking Metropolis algorithm employed in a simulated-annealing mode, i.e., slow cooling from high temperatures to a target temperature. More details on the method can be found in Refs. [11, 12] . With these material parameters, the bond energies in our alloy system are ordered:
A grain boundary bond can exist in a lower energy state with alloying with a preference over grain interior mixing ( !" !"# < ! !"# ), and Ti atoms are expected to favor grain boundary sites.
Bulk Structure
Before considering the influence of grain boundaries, it is instructive to consider the 
Equilibrium Nanostructure
The Monte Carlo simulation can be applied without the bulk constraint to simulate a fully equilibrated structure with possible incorporation of grain boundaries. The resulting structure is polycrystalline with a complex solute segregation structure as shown in Fig. 10(a) , where W atoms appear dark and Ti atoms light. The grain structure is isolated and presented in Fig. 10(b) by grain number-coloring. The most notable feature of this microstructure is the individual Wrich grains, which are visible as ~20-30 nm patches of a single color in Fig. 10(b) . These are found to be dilute solid solutions internally (cf. Fig. 10(a) ). The composition profile in Fig. 10 (c) reveals this quantitatively, and the W-rich grains are found to have an average composition of ~5
at.% Ti.
Between the large W-rich grains is a complex network of "intergranular" material, which is considerably thicker than a single grain boundary, spanning several to several dozen atomic sites in some places. This region is rich in Ti, which can be seen very clearly in the compositiondependent chemical map of Fig. 10 (a) and elucidated further by Fig. 10(d) , which shows the overall grain structure with a Ti distribution overlay in black. Closer inspection of the composition-dependent Ti map along a horizontal line in Fig. 10 (e-f) reveals segregation of Ti atoms where the grain structure is intergranular. The quantitative Ti profile in Fig. 10 (c) also confirms a correlated rise in local Ti content in the intergranular region to a maximum of ~55
at.%.
These results visually present a distinct Ti segregation zone around the W-rich grains, with a relatively dilute amount of Ti dissolved in the grain interior. The structure of the Ti-rich regions is unusual and pushes a limit of the simulation; it involves many single-pixel "grains", which have no tendency to grow. The titanium-rich region so strongly prefers a grain boundary environment that it evolves to this lattice-equivalent of an "amorphous" structure. The implication here is that W-Ti may have an amorphization tendency that is a result of its grain boundary segregation preference, a concept explored in an earlier general analytical analysis (not specifically applied to W-Ti) by Murdoch and Schuh [48] and others [8, 49, 50] . The present simulation results line up with the analytical predictions of that study, and suggest that in sufficiently non-dilute nanocrystalline alloys, "grain boundaries" may thicken into amorphouslike films to satisfy the bonding preference of the solute. The problem could be approached by allowing the grain boundary thickness to vary in the analytical model, although the inclusion of both "thin" grain boundaries and "bulk" amorphous regions in the approach of Ref. [48] permits both environments to exist in competition; this is more akin to the MC results in the present result, which evolve "thin" and "thick" disordered regions as energetics prefers. This is a topic worthy of further study and will be a focus of some of our future work. For the purposes of the present paper, it is sufficient to note that the Ti-rich regions predicted by the simulation are of a complex structure not resolved by the model, but expected to be essentially "intergranular" in nature.
By way of summarizing this section, we note that by incorporating the influence of grain boundaries, an unusual solute distribution can be thermodynamically rationalized by this model, and this aligns qualitatively with the experimental results presented earlier; we turn our attention to a quantitative comparison in the final section that follows. Before proceeding, we note that the total internal energy of the nanostructured W-20 at.% Ti alloy in Fig. 10 is calculated to be -440.76 kJ/mol, which is, in fact, lower than that of the bulk W-20 at.% Ti solid solution (Fig. 9) at -436.92 kJ/mol. The energy relief afforded by grain boundary-segregated states achieves a lower energy structure than any competing state on the bulk phase diagram.
Summary: Comparison of Experiments and Simulations
We have explored a W-20 at.% Ti alloy prepared by high-energy ball milling to achieve a nanostructured state, followed by annealing at 1100°C for one week to evolve an equilibrium structure. Unlike unalloyed W processed through a similar route, the W-Ti alloy is structurally stable over the course of the treatment at 1100°C, with grain size distributions before and after annealing that are quite similar and centered at about 20 nm. We attribute this to a nonuniform solute distribution that evolves upon annealing the alloy, which is summarized in Fig. 11 and 12 as a comparison among our experimental and simulation results. This comparison includes a STEM image with a Ti distribution overlay ( Fig. 11(a) ), chemical maps colored red for Ti and blue for W atoms (Fig. 11) , and quantitative compositional line scans on easily comparable axes (Fig. 12) . The compilation of results in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 underscores the major conclusions of this work:
• For the W-20 at.% Ti alloy equilibrated at 1100° C, the bulk phase diagram gives the expected stable state as a single-phase BCC solid solution. However, a nanoscale 20 nm grain structure with inhomogeneously-distributed Ti is observed by TEM, STEM ( Fig. 11(a) ), as well as APT (Fig. 11(b) ).
• The heterogeneous distribution of Ti is consistent among both experimental methods shown in Fig. 11(a)-(b) . Compositional line profiles in Fig. 12 • A kinetic analysis suggests that the diffusional distances accessible to this system are on the microscale and considerably larger than the nanoscale sizes of Ti depleted and enriched regions. The non-uniform solute distribution seen in Fig. 11(a) -(b) thus may not be simply a result of kinetic considerations.
• 
